Tarmac CZ does not have a stone heart

Tarmac CZ a.s.

Safety projects of the company Tarmac CZ a.s.
Project: “More Safety for Children in Streets” and other projects
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Issued at the occasion of
anniversary of launching safety traffic projects
and 15th anniversary of stone excavation
by the company Tarmac CZ a.s.

Tarmac CZ a.s. one of the biggest and the most successful producers and suppliers of aggregates and sand & gravel.

How the first whole-country safety
project of the company
Tarmac CZ a.s. was originated
Tarmac CZ a.s. as an example for sponsors from
the whole country
In autumn of 2003, the company Tarmac CZ a.s. (at that
time Tarmac Severokámen a.s.) brought the idea to
help to several nursery schools to improve safety of
small children in the traffic by giving them safety vests
that are similar to those, which Tarmac CZ a.s. uses in
its operations.
It is generally known that one of the causes of traffic
accidents, especially when it is dark, is that a driver
sees a pedestrian too late and thus he/she cannot avert
an accident. The management of the company Tarmac
CZ a.s. had first 100 children's´ reflective vests
produced in November 2003, which were given to a
number of nursery schools in the regions where Tarmac
CZ a.s. operates.
In cooperation with its PR Agency ANERI s. r. o., which
has become a coordinator of further development of
the project, the whole-country project has been created
from this original idea, which is supported not only by
the Police of the Czech Republic, Ministry of Transport,
BESIP, County Council of Liberec, but also by other
authorities.

Handover of the first
vests in front of the
building of the Tarmac's
Headquarters.
Councilors of the
Liberec region together
with media attended
this action.

Managing Director, Ing. Vladimír Herman, gives
the vests to first children at launch of the project.

Since the first vests were given to children, this project
has become a kind of a whole-country preventative
safety action, in which, following the company Tarmac,
more than 20 sponsors have come in for the last 3
years, and those sponsors have given to children from
more than 400 nursery schools almost 3 300 of those
safety vests.
Today, we can meet children, who wear the vests, not
only in Liberec, but also in Ústí nad Labem, Plzeň,
Česká Lípa, Litoměřice, Prague, Beroun , Kroměříž and
in other towns of the Czech Republic.

This project has also received a number of awards. The
company Tarmac CZ a.s. was placed with this project on
the 3rd place in the national competition CLIVE Safe
Roads for Children, which was announced in 2005 by
the Foundation Naše dítě (Our Child) and by Volvo Auto
Czech, s. r. o. This project also received a Special
Award for Exemplary Action given at the occasion of
prestigious award “Health Award and Safe Environment
2004”. The project is also placed as a permanent
exposition in the Museum of Police in Prague in the
department of prevention.
But the biggest award is that those reflective vests are
used every day. Small children are more protected in
the traffic and they also learn to higher responsibility for
their own health protection.
The fact that from the original idea we have created a
really useful whole-country safety project through good
propaganda and coordination is confirmed by a number
of letters of thanks and phone calls from teachers to
state authorities and also by a number of sponsors, who
follow Tarmac CZ a.s. and are still coming in the project.
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Project expanding vests even for 1st and 2nd
classes of primary schools
Based on demand and many requirements for our safety
vests, the project has been expanded even to 1st and 2nd
classes of primary schools.
In cooperation with
Mayors of the villages, in which
surroundings Tarmac CZ a.s. has got its operations, we have
managed to deliver many of those safety vests to a number of
nursery schools.

At the occasion, when vests were
handed over with participation of
the representatives of the Police
of the Czech Republic, fairy tails
were screened to children

Awards for the project
The fact that this project is a really good and in the field of
safety improvement of small children useful idea, is proved
by received awards.
1st class students from Litice will walk more safely in our vests

Project a part of the permanent exposition
in the Museum of Police in Prague

The project has received also acknowledgement from
the Police of the Czech Republic and Ministry of Internal
Affairs.
Since November 2005, this project “More Safety for
Children in Streets” is the part of the permanent
exposition devoted to prevention in traffic in the
Museum of Police in Prague.
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Thanks to the media agency of Tarmac CZ a.s. the
company ANERI s.r.o., this good idea of using reflective
vests has been popularized and from this idea this
whole-country project is known under the title “More
Safety for Children in Streets”.
Other sponsors are continuously coming into the project
and they give the vest to nursery and primary schools in
the whole Czech Republic.
Handing over of the vests to schools is mostly
considered as a significant event, which is livened up by
a cultural programme as e.g. theatre performance,
screening of fairy tails, competitions or games.
Children´s reflective vests
increase not only their
safety in the traffic, but they also have an educational
impact. Children realize that the vests are significant
safety clothing, as representative of the Police of the
Czech Republic, municipal police, BESIP or county and
town councils participate on celebratory events, where
the vests are handed over. Children thus learn from
their babyhood that they have to look after their health
and safety in the traffic.

East Area Director, Ing. J. Vacek hands over the vests to
children in the Naive Theatre. The event was connected
with a theatre performance.

Statistics of BESIP for 2005
From the whole amount of 1 127 fatalities, there were
39 children (by 12 more than in 2004).
From this number of killed children there were:
22 children co-drivers in cars (5 more than in 2004)
2 children co-drivers on motorbikes
4 cyclists (none in 2004)
11 children pedestrians (2 more than in 2004)
International statistics of accidents in the traffic show
that for many years the Czech Republic belongs to the
worst states in Europe regarding traffic accidents,
including traffic accident of children under the age of
15. This is proved by the following information from the
International Road and Traffic Accident Database of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (IRATD OECD), where the number of
killed children under the age of 15 due to traffic
accidents on 100 000 children of this age category is for
example in the UK 1,5; in Sweden 1,9; in Germany 1,8;
in Poland 2,4 and in the Czech Republic 3,2. It means
that in the Czech Republic, the number of killed
children is two times higher than in other European
countries.

Year

Killed people during accidents
between car and pedestrian
Injured people during accidents
between car and pedestrian

Small children from Pilsen were given the vests with
participation of the moderator Petr Jančařík and
MD Ing. Vladimír Herman.
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From letters of thanks
Dear Managing Director,
On behalf of the employees of our nursery school, I would like to thank you for the gift by means of the vests for
our children. We will use them when walking out and also during other physical activities. It is nice that even the
time, when everybody concentrates mainly on profit, you are willing to think of safety of children in our village.
Best regards, Anna Vraná, Director of the nursery school
Nursery School in Dubnice
Dear Sirs,
On behalf of the educational department of the statutory town of Liberec, I would like to thank you for your initiative, which leads
to improvement of health protection and safety of children from nursery schools through the project “More Safety for Children in
Streets”.
Regards, Táňa Kuželová, Head of Educational Department of the Liberec Municipality

Dear Sirs,
I very appreciate that Tarmac CZ a.s. has involved in the support of BESIP. It is a public interest, whose state in not satisfying in
our country and if we want to win the war with death on roads, we need to be strong, we need good allies. And this is a
concrete reflexion of such alliance.
Thank you once more and I wish you good luck in other deeds.
Robert Šťastný, Head of BESIP Department, MD

Letters of thanks come also to our other projects
One of them, which has also met a great response, is the project “More Safely on a Wheelchair”. We have also
received support from the Police of the Czech Republic to this project.
Police of the Czech Republic, Regional Headquarters in Liberec, Director's Office
- MORE SAFELY ON WHEELCHAIR
People on wheelchairs they are among us, we meet them every day. Definitely, they are not different from us. They
only need to put more effort, differently from others, because they move on two wheels - on a wheelchair instead of
e. g. in a car. Sometimes it seems to be a brave act, when we look at safety on our roads.
The pilot project “More Safely on a Wheelchair” is the first one of that kind. What is positive about it is that it meets
concrete expectations of those, who will use them i. e. handicapped people. It fulfills their requirements and also it
comprehensively solves better safety in the traffic especially their visibility.
Those very useful components, which have been missing here up to now especially for handicapped people, need
to be supported. As prevention, it is definitely the priority of the Police
of the Czech Republic.
Lieutenant Vlasta Suchánková
Preventive Information Department
OŘP Liberec
Tarmac CZ a.s. has prepared other safety projects that follow after this
successful project:
Children: “More Safety for Children in Streets”
Handicapped people: “More Safely on a Wheelchair”
Cyclists: “Also Cyclists Must be Visible”
Pedestrians: “Think about your Own Safety”
Villages drivers:
“Observing of Speed Limit to Increase Safety in Villages”
”
Picture from children as a thank for the vests
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Why to use glittering and reflective
components when moving on the roads

BESIP informs and advises
Every day, there are serious traffic accidents on roads.
Pedestrians are often their victims. The cause of many
traffic accidents is insufficient visibility. Vehicles and
cyclists have got the obligation to turn on the lights in
restricted sight distance, but there is no such obligation
for pedestrians, despite the fact that they are the most
vulnerable in the traffic.
In 2005, 244 of pedestrians were killed, 170 of them in
restricted sight distance (i. e. at night, nightfall, dawn,
fog, snow or rain).
At night, reflective material is seen on 3 times longer
distance than white clothing and more then 10 times
longer distance than blue clothing. At the speed of 75
km/h, a driver needs at least 31 meters (1,5 second) to
realize danger and to react in a suitable way. Only
pedestrians and cyclists, who use reflective material,
give to drivers enough time for a safe reaction!

Not only in winter months, there is cloudy sky, fog and
general bad sight distance. Even considerate and nonrushing driver can get into the situation, when he/she
sees a badly seen person too late and thus the tragedy
cannot be prevented. Most of those situations can be
prevented by pedestrians, if they wear more suitable
clothing.
In some of the western countries, but also in the Czech
Republic, it has been proved that the best suitable
component for small children from primary and nursery
schools are reflective vests. When children go for a
walk, and children in the front and back of their group
wear glittering vests, they are visible for drivers from a
long distance. Each driver is thus warned that there is a
group of children on the road.

From the press
The project is supported also by media, which is confirmed
by many articles published in the news in the whole country.
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Tarmac CZ a.s. at the 3rd anniversary of the project “More Safety for Children in Streets”
gave the vests to children from the Nursery School in Lomnice nad Popelkou.
.

Children vied, who would wear a vest as the first. It is
always a big occasion for them and they are proud of
the vests.

Small models were glad to pose in front of a
camera.

Other sponsors have joined the
project “More Safety for Children in
Streets” following the example of
Tarmac CZ a.s.
Thanks to new sponsors, this safety project
has expanded also to other towns. The
vests thus can fulfill their function already in
Beroun, Kroměříž, Ústí nad Labem, Prague
and in many towns of the Czech Republic.

Children wearing vests when crossing a road in
Česká Lípa.

Children wearing the vests
also in Kroměříž.

Also children from Prague can wear the vests,
which were given to them with participation of
the Mayor of Prague, Pavel Bém.

The project is supported by the Police
of the Czech Republic (OŘP) in Liberec.
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During the first 3 years, following the company
Tarmac, more than 20 sponsors have joined the
project, and those sponsors have given to
children from more than 400 nursery schools
almost 3 300 of safety vests.

The first Moravia town, where the project has been
started, is Kroměříž.

Other satisfied children pride with the safety
vests.

From the traffic playing field in Ústí nad Labem.

Children were drawing and playing for the whole day.

.Petr Gandalovič handed over the safety vests on the
traffic playing field in Ústí nad Labem.

.

Exhibition of dogs´ drilling was a great show for small
children.

Exhibition of dogs´ drilling was a great show for small
children.
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One of the biggest occasions, where the safety
vests were handed over, was in Tipsport Arena in
Liberec.
The foundation Syner, which is also a contributor in
our project, gave the vest to children from the 1st and
2nd classes of primary schools in the region of
Liberec. This occasion was connected with an
entertaining programme, which was moderated by
Petr Jančařík.
Representatives
of the Police of the Czech
Republic, BESIP and the Mayor of Liberec
participated on the action.

V aréně byla zaplněna téměř všechna místa.
Pro děti mimo předávání vestiček byl připraven i zábavný
program.

There were a lot of children in front of the Arena in
Liberec.

Vestičky také pomohli předávat další zástupci Policie ČR
a BESIPu.

The Mayor of Liberec, Jiří Kittner, also supported the
action.

Tisková mluvčí Policie ČR por. Vlasta Suchánková přišla
podpořit předávání vestiček malým školákům.
Atmosféru v Tip Sport aréně povzbudil i známý moderátor
Petr Jančařík.
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Complex of safety project of Tarmac CZ a.s.
CHILDREN
“More Safety for Children in Streets”
Safety vests for children from nursery schools and 1st and
2nd classes of primary schools.

HANDICAPPED PEOPLE
Reflective stripes really weak up the eyes of drivers.

“More Safely on a Wheelchair”
A package of safety items for higher visibility of
handicapped people on wheelchairs in the traffic.
The project has been developed directly with the help of
handicapped people, based on their needs known from the
experience.

Thanks to a glittering clothing with a reflective
stripe, a handicapped person is well seen
even from the back.
This safety piece of cloth is possible to place
over a bag or backpack, which are normally
carried in the back of a wheelchair.

On the ball of handicapped people, we gave the
first safety packages, which contain a number of
reflective items, also to representatives of
handicapped people from Germany and Poland.

Despite their handicap, we can see that they are
happy, and their desire to live is very often higher
than at non-handicapped people.

Light-reflective sticker on a wheelchair.
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CYCLISTS
“Also Cyclists Must be Visible”
For cyclists, we have done
packages with highly
reflective elements, which
reflect the light and in such
situation they shine.
Tarmac CZ a.s. handed over
for the first time those safety
packages to young cyclists
at the event “Traffic
Competitions of Young
Cyclists”.
The representatives of Tarmac CZ a.s.- West Area
Director, J. Starý with Mrs. Velechovská give the
safety packages to cyclists.

PEDESTRIANS
“Think about your Own Safety”
We have prepared packages with highly reflective
elements also for pedestrians.
The packages contain:
Key ring with a snap-hook
produced from a glittering strand with
a reflective stripe
used for hanging of keys or a cell phone
Retrox band
produced from a glittering material with a
reflective stripe, fastening by Velcro

VILLAGES DRIVERS
“Observing of Speed Limits
to Increase Safety in Villages”
Informational radar forces driver to observe the speed
limit and it also provides statistics of a number of cars
and their speed in the village.
This INFO RADAR is highly preventative device, even
it does not penalize drivers with any penalty.

Retro-reflective foil which is placed by ironing
produced from highly retro-reflective
material
determined for ironing on clothes, sport
clothing, school bags, backpacks and
other products, where increase of
attractiveness, safety at night and bad
sight distance is required. This foil in
contained in a package as one big piece
of foil so that everybody can snip
a required length and shape, which is
needed for his/her clothes or clothes of
their relatives.

